
Nearly 400,000 recycled, post-consumer plastic bottles 
(PET) are used to produce this collection. 17 plastic bottles 
are woven in every 1 yard of fabric.

Thibaut is turning single-use bottles into high-quality, 
long-lasting fabrics that are made to be enjoyed for years.  
We are proud of this reuse story.

PET (Polyethylene Terephthalate) single-use plastic 
bottles are one of the most commonly used items in 
our daily lives. Having good collection, recycling & 
reuse programs, and smart technology that extends 
the life of the original plastic, is crucial to reduce 
negative environmental impact. 

Recycled plastic bottles are 
collected from consumer 

venues and recycling centers.

Technology transforms 
plastic bottles 

into PET flakes.

PET flakes are converted 
into 100% sustainable 

polyester yarns.

Once upholstered, homeowners 
enjoy a durable velvet that  
is washable and lightfast.

High-quality, filament yarns 
are woven to create a beautiful, 

low pile, casual velvet.

Over 600 billion plastic bottles are discarded every year, worldwide. 
We are transforming “waste” into something beautiful.

We’re taking a step to be part of the sustainable solution. 
Here’s what you need to know:

•

•



• Thibaut will donate one dollar to Ocean Blue Project for every yard  
 of Club Velvet sold, to support their microplastic recovery efforts. 
• For every dollar Thibaut donates, Ocean Blue Project will recover   
 one pound of microplastics from our beaches, ocean, and waterways.
 

DID YOU KNOW?

• 55% of waterways in America are in poor condition. If nothing   
 changes, there will be more plastic in the ocean than fish by 2050.   
• Over 5 trillion macro and microplastics are afloat in our oceans. 
• At least 800 species worldwide are affected by marine debris,  
 and as much as 80% of that litter is plastic.
  

HOW CAN YOU HELP?

Join Ocean Blue in a task as vast, critical, and inspiring as the ocean 
itself. Founded in Oregon in 2012, their mission is to protect and 
conserve the ocean and its associated waterways through hands-on 
volunteer efforts, service-learning programs, and microplastic 
recovery programs. To learn more, visit oceanblueproject.org.
 
Together, we’ll make a difference and we’re just getting started.
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Thibaut is proud to partner 
with Ocean Blue Project


